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Concurrency is one of the most actively researched fields of Computer Science. Writing
concurrent programs is challenging. The causes are the need for synchronization and solving
possible race conditions and deadlocks while avoiding to unnecessary waiting and overhead.
This can be very difficult when a transaction needs to lock multiple data elements, even with
using previously defined concurrent data structures [1].
Algebraic Data Types are composite data structures that naturally support pattern match-
ing. When the type is parametric then the ADTs support writing generic algorithms without
additional complexity.
The integrity of the program data can be archived by providing locks for a data structure
or using concurrent data structures. Central locking is a safe strategy to avoid race conditions,
but it has a high cost because globally used objects are frequently accessed by different threads.
Hierarchic locking allows transactions to lock exactly the data elements that they need [2]. This
makes small transactions take small locks and work in parallel without waiting for each other.
This article focuses on a method that helps the implementation of thread-safe programs with
ADTs. By transforming the data model of the application to thread-safe data structures with
a built-in locking mechanism, a programmer can focus on the business logic of his application
when writing the program [3].
First, we need to transform the original ADT to the thread-safe version. For this, the pro-
grammer can configure what parts of the data structure should be locked. Too many locks
cause performance loss. Second, we define a frontend to access the locked parts of the data
structure. This must be done with minimal syntactical noise, to ease the development of the
application.
We implement our solution to this problem in Haskell. We use the Haskell concurrency
primitive mvar [4] to create a concurrent version of the data model. Two tools are inspected
that are capable of transforming the data structure to a thread-safe version. The generics of
GHC provide a way to derive type class instances for ADTs, like how it can be done with built-
in type classes. This can be done by decomposing the structure of the ADT and defining the
meaning of the functions on these primitive blocks. The second tool is the Template Haskell
compiler extension. With TH the internal representation of the program can be inspected and
modified. This grants more freedom to transparently change the program, but there is the
danger of confusing users and committing errors while transforming the program.
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